I) Experimental structure data of calcined ECR-40
Table S1: List of atomic positions from the crystal structure determination reported by Afeworki et al. (Stud. Surf. Sci. Catal 2004 , 154, 1274 -1281 * In the aristotype of the MEI framework, this oxygen atom lies on Wyckoff position 2d (2/3, 1/3, 1/4), and the position is fully occupied. This leads to linear T4-O7-T4 linkages. 
III.1) Orthogonal cell used in AIMD simulations
The lattice vectors of the orthogonal supercell ECR-40 are defined as follows: Figure S2 : Relationship between the hexagonal unit cell of ECR-40 (orange dashed lines) and the orthogonal supercell used in the AIMD simulations (green solid lines). The axis system of the hexagonal cell is shown on the left.
III.2) Average structures from AIMD trajectories
In all following figures, the protons that are initially bonded to the framework are shown in blue (H[O6]) and green (H[O10]). Figure S11: RDF between any framework oxygen atom except O6 and any hydrogen atom. The top part shows the integrated RDF. Figure S12 : RDF for separate segments of the production stage (in blocks of 2.5 ps). 
IV) Other supplementary files

CIFs_CP2K_AIMD_avpos:
Average structures from AIMD simulations (CIF format)
CIFs_CP2K_AIMD_last:
Last frames from AIMD simulations (CIF format)
A ZIP archive containing these files is available under the following link:
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.9728057
